
buttons (mother-of-pearl and the kind that in Paris are 

the windows of a mezzanin 

years ago, a similar atte 
deoartment store W. Wer re eiven in the meat arcade that r 

defend his TTi&se Raquin against hostile critics, he explained that 
scientific study of the temperaments. His task had been to show, 



2 exactly how the sanguine and the nervous 
CO 

% 
the detriment of each. But this explanat 

1-1 explain the admixture of colportage, the 1 
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Music see& to have settled into these spi 
orchestras themselves began to seem oli 
mechanical music. So that, in fact, these o 
refuge there. (The "theatrophone" in thl 
forerunner of the gramophone.) Neverth 
to the spirit of the arcades-a panoramic 
in old-fashioned genteel concerts like th 
Carlo: the panoramic compositions of <Fd 
Christoph Colomb, Herculanum. When, in 
don came to Paris, the city was very prou 
Le Dhert for them in the great Theatre dc 

Often these inner spaces harbor antiqu 
thoroughly up to date will acquire in then 
of information bureaus and detective age 
of the upper galleries, follow the trail of I 

can see the last women with long hair. 7 
hair, which are "permanent waves," pem 
small votive plaques to those who made 
Baudelaire and Odilon Redon, whose v 
turned ringlet. Instead, they have been 
Salome made into an ornament-if that v, 

is not the embalmed head of Anna Czylla 
the masonry of the walls above has becc 
<See Rl,3.> 

What is decisive in collecting is that the 
functions in order to enter into the close 
same kind. This relation is the diametric < 
peculiar category of completeness. Wha - ,  

attempt to overcome the wholly irrational 

in partic 
beyond 
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practical 
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that r& 
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1 encyclopedia of all knowledge of the epoch, the landscape, the indus- f, Ĵ  
1 the owner from which it comes. It is the deepest enchantment of the 2 
Ir to enclose the particular item within a magic circle, where, as a last / * 
r runs throurii it (the shudder of being acauiredl. it turns to stone. ~ v e r y - A Q  

0 I 0 1. , , 
emernbered, everything thought, everything conscious becomes sod 
pedestal, seal of his possession. It must not be assumed that the collect0 
cular, would End anything strange in the topos hyperouranios-that pla 
I t h h v e n s  which, for Plato: shelters the unchangeable 
H&s himself, assuredly. But he has the stren* to pull 
y-g more than a strak; and &om out of the sia o 
;es rises the newly acquired piece, like an is1 
dTiEEZory, and of all the profane manifestad - 
i n .  Thus, in a certain sense, the small olitical reflectio 
for an epoch in the antiques business. W co - 
ses&e kitsch of the previous century to "assembly.' 

"an arcade with brightly lit shops." "Then he went on into the arcade. . . 
vas every possible kind of shop, but not a soul to be seen, either be 
the counters. After a while he stopped in front of a big window in whi 
as a whole display of shells. As the door was open, he went in. From floo 
ig there were rows of shells of every kind, collected from all the seas of th 
No one was in, but there was a ring of tobacco smoke in the air. . . . So h 
his walk again, following the blue and white carpet. The passage wasn' 
; but winding, so that you could never see the end of it; and there 
fresh shops there, but no people; and the shopkeepers were not to 
Fhe unfathomability of the moribund arcades is a characteristic mo 

ed to allegory. The use of uppercase lettering should be followed care 

:ondusion of Matiire et memoire, Bereson develoos the idea that ~erceotion " t J. A 

d o n  of time. If. let us say. we were to live vis-a-vis some thin= more , , " 
and vis-hisothers more rapidly, according to a different rhythm, th 
ae nothing "subsistent" for us, but instead everything would happen righ 
our eyes; everythe; would strike us. But this is the way things are for th 
$lect&. Theystrike him. How he himself and encounters them 
hanges in the ensemble of items are effected by a newly superve 
ill this shows him his affairs in constant flux. Here, the Paris arcades 
ed as though they were properties in the hand of a collector. (At botto 
say, the collector lives a piece of dream life. For in the dream, too, the 



p. 73.7 (On the basis of what follows, it 

hashish.) The collector as 

w,',̂ *A',;&J3iedermeier period (is this also the case in France?) is the mania for cur 
saucers. "parents, children, friends, relatives, superiors, and subordinate? 

their feelings known through cups and saucers. The cup is the preferred gi 
most popular kind of knickknack for a room. Just as Friedrich Wilhelm III 
his study with pyramids of porcelain cups, the ordinary citizen collected. . 
cups and saucers of his sideboard, the memory of the most important even: 
most ~ r e c ~ o u & u x s +  of his life." Max von Boeh, Die Mode im XIX. j%- - 
dert, vol. 2 (Munich, 1907), p. 136. 
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I -  procee 
3 his heat 
W T  i t  

:i~hin an environment of e 

been able to realize t 

duced copies made oft  

s the age of Leo X. 
nt. hung between The 

of the Holy Sacrament and The School of Athens. Titian's Assump 
mantelpiece, between The Communion of Saint Jerome and The 
The Madonna of Saint Sixtus makes a pair with Saint Chcila, a 
are framed the Sibyls of Raphael, between the Sposalizio and 
qenting Gregory IX delivering the decretals to a delegate of t 

These copies all being reduced in accordance with the same sea 
the eye discovers in them, with pleasure, the relative proportions of the 
They are painted in watercolor." Charles Blanc, Le Cabinet o!e M. Thiers ( 

enthusiast . . . : 'All these paintings are very pretty-but they're do 
tal.'. . . Today, . . . onc could say to Casirair Perier . . . that . . . pa - 
when they are indeed authentic, that drawings, when recognizably by the h 
a m a s t e r , . .  a sleep that is restorative and profitable. . . . T - 
the curiosities and paintings of Monsieur R. . . . has proven in 
works of genius possess a value just as solid as the Orleans <Ra 
little more secure than bonded warehouses." Charles Blanc, Le 
riosith, vol. 2 (Paris, 1858), p. 578 H321 

'Aeration of things from the drudge+ of being useful, represents the cons - - .  - 
Â¥io of the collector-can be deduced born these words of Marx: "Private pro 
erty has made us so stupid and inert that an object is ours only when we have 
when it exists as capital for us, or when . . . we use it!' Karl Marx, Der historische 
.Vuterialismus, in Die Fruhschnften, ed. Landshut and ~ a ~ e r  (Leipzig <1932>), vol. 
1, p. 299 ("Nationalokonornie und Philosophie") .' 3aJI 

istorische Materialismu 
Leipzig), vol. 1, p. 300 ("Nationalokonomie und Philosophie" lJI3a,2] yw 



TÃ‘Ã 6 cites: "It . . . is . . . certain that taboo is the primitive form of property 

(  ̂ emotively and 'sincerely,' then as a routine legal process, declaring sew.' L-- 
\ 

taboo would have constituted a tide. To appropriate to oneself an obj q' render it sacred and redoubtable to others; it is to make it 'participate' in 1 

? 7 

Y Passages by Marx from "Nationalokonomie und Philosophic": "Private p 
/Has made us so stupid and inert that an object is ours only when we hat 

the.physica1 and intellectual senses . . . have been replaced by thesim] 
tion of all these senses, the sense of having."14 Cited in Hug 
und sein Verhaltnis zu Stoat und Wirtschaft (Jena, 1932), p. 

- - -- - - - 
L J -- r ---  - 

Â woman bequeathed her ~ s :  

dchild, a fur to her nurse ' 

ounds tournois (a sum 
.-.a - -  

In elucidating the relation of medieval mar~ w A N  U U Ã ˆ  A L U L U L ~ ~ ~  UL-~ . - 
dduces the literary genre of the "testament": "This literary form can 

reciated only by someone who remembers that the people of the Middle 
were, in fact, accustomed to dispose of even the meanest HI of their ~ o s s e ^ ~  
through a separate and detailed testament. A poor 
day dress and cap to her parish, her bed to her go 
everyday dress to a beggar woman, and four p 
constituted her entire fortune), together with an additional dress and cap, : -:r 

, Franciscan friars (Champion, Villon, vol. 2, p. 182). Shouldn't we recognize :----q 
too, a quite trivial manifestation of the same cast of mind that sets up even .- 
of virtue as an eternal example and sees in every customary practice a d i c f  
willed ordinance?" J. Huizinga, Herbst des Mittelalters (Munich, 1928), p. 2 - a  

What strikes one most about this noteworthy passage is that such a relaa 
movables would perhaps no longer be possible in an age of standard 
production. It would follow quite naturally from this to ask whether 
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leeply hidden motive of the person who collects can be 
; takes up the struggle against dispersion. Right from 
5 struck by the confusion, by the scatter, in whichthe 
1. It is the same spectacle that so preoccupied the men o 
Jar, the world image of the allegorist cannot be explame 

'-he great collector i; 
Â¥-h world are foum 
Baroque; in partia 
^part from the pass iionate, distraught concern with this spectacle. The allegorist - - 

)lar opposite of the collector. He has given up the attemp - rough research into their properties and relations. He 
3 ,  as it were, the p( 
elucidate things th 

the; context and. from theoutset. relies on his pro fund it^ to ,,@ , lodges things from 
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~ee~inffin mind their affinities and their succession in t h e ,  he 0 

ush information about his obiects. Nevertheless-and this is 
longs~ogether; by 1< 
can eventually fair 
more important the 
collector hides an 
collector is concern 

siece missing 

supposed to have occu 

in all the differences that may exist between them-in every *(L̂  
allegorist, and in every allegorist a collector. As far as the 
ed. his collection is never complete: tor let him discover iust a 

A 1 

., A d  evervthine he's collected remains a patchwork. which isÃ 
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single 1 
what ri 
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"allegory from the beginning. On the other hand, the allego- 11 hings are for 

ar whom obj~ 
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ects represent only keywords in a secret dictionary, which will! 1 
meanings to the initiated-precisely the allegorist can never 
igs. With him, one thing is so little capable of taking the place I I 
tossible reflection suffices to foresee what meaning his profun- 

'cts knowledge. m.. 
airs, 
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he finally succeeds, by following the catalogues of art sales or, 
shops, in finding the mate to the object he possesses and - 

d that sets up every case 
stornary practice a divinely 
- (Munich, 1928), p. 346. 

is that such a relation to 
n age of standardized mass 
s to ask whether or not the 

the pair, and so can reconstruct in his mind the predella and 
larcel Proust, Le %mps retrouvk (Paris), vol. 2, p. 158.17 The 
n the other hand, is a registry providing the obi 
iehind which it disappears. "So now we've - bee 
) How the scatter of allegorical properties ( 
ve disorder is a question for hrthq- stud 


